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Abstract 
Flandrin et ai. (to appear) define a simple bipartite graph to be biclaw-free if it contains no 
induced subgraph isomorphic to H, where H could be obtained from two copies of K1.3 by 
adding an edge joining the two vertices of degree 3. They have shown that if G is a bipartite, 
balanced, biclaw-free connected graph of order at most 66-10, then G is hamiltonian. In this 
paper we show that if G is a bipartite, balanced, biclaw-free connected graph of order at most 
86-69, where 6 >1 24, then every longest cycle in G is dominating, i.e., every edge has at least one 
end-vertex on the cycle. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
There has been a lot of work on sufficient conditions for cycles in claw-free graphs, 
where a claw is an induced subgraph isomorphic to K t. 3 (for example, see [3-6, 8]). 
But it has been difficult to find an appropriate analogue of a claw that would give rise 
to similar results for bipartite graphs. Recently, Flandrin et al. [2] defined a biclaw to 
be an induced subgraph isomorphic to the graph obtained from two disjoint claws by 
adding an edge between their vertices of degree 3 (see Fig. 1). They proved the 
following two theorems and made the following conjecture, in which a bipartite graph 
is called balanced if its two partite sets have the same cardinality. 
Theorem 1 (Flandrin et al. [2]). I f  G is a connected, bipartite, biclaw-free graph with 
minimum degree 6 >~ 6, then the connectivity of G is at least 6 - 2. This bound is sharp. 
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Fig. 1. 
Theorem 2 (Flandrin et al. [2]). I f  G is a connected, bipartite, balanced, biclaw-free 
#raph of order n and minimum degree t5 such that n ~ 6J - 10 and 3 >t 6, then G is 
hamiltonian. 
Conjecture (Flandrin et al. [2]). There exists a constant c such that every connected, 
bipartite, balanced, biclaw-free graph with minimum degree at least c is hamiltonian. 
In this paper, we develop the techniques for biclaw-free bipartite graphs and we 
prove the following result. 
Theorem 3. I f  G is a connected, bipartite, balanced, biclaw-free graph of order n and 
minimum degree t5 >t 24 such that n ~ 86-  69, then every longest cycle C in G is 
dominating, i.e., each edge in G has at least one end-vertex on the cycle C. 
We will use the terminology and the notations of F1] with minor variations and will 
ften identify subgraphs with their vertex sets. Suppose that G is a bipartite graph of 
order n with vertex-partition V(G) = A u B. For two disjoint subsets D and H of 
vertices in G, let E(D; H) (e(D; H)) be the set (number) of edges in G that are incident 
with a vertex in D and one in H. For every subset H of V(G) let N(H) = {v ~ V(G): 
e(v;H) -Y: 0}. Let C = clc2c3...cmcl be a cycle in G and F a subset of V(C). Then let 
F + = { c,+ t: ci ~ F } and F - = { ci- t : c~ e F }, and let c7 = ci + 1 and c~- = c,_ 1. De- 
note by C(c, c j) (C - (c~, c j)) the open segment between two vertices ci and cj on C (the 
two vertices will be called the ends of the segment), i.e. ci+lci+2...cj_2cj_l 
(Cj- lCj- 2 ...ci+2ci+l). 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
Throughout his section, we assume that G is a connected, bipartite, balanced, 
biclaw-free graph of order n with vertex-partition V(G)= A u B and minimum 
degree 6/> 24 and that C = clc2c3 ..,cmct is a longest cycle in G. Furthermore, we 
assume that C is not dominating, i.e. that G-  C contains a component W with 
IW] >_-2. 
Since G is biclaw-free, we have the following observations. 
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P(I): If ab is an edge in G such that b I . . . .  ,bsE N(a) and al . . . . .  a9 e N(b), then 
there are at least s - 2 values of i for which e(bi, {al . . . . .  a9}  ) >/ 3}. 
P(2): For any two consecutive vertices c~ and c~+ 1, at least one of them has at most 
2 neighbors in G - C. 
We will use a result of Voss and Zuluaga. 
Theorem 4 (Voss and Zuluaga [7]). A 2-connected bipartite graph contains a cycle of 
length at least rain {46 - 4, 21AI, 2IBI}. 
Lemma 1. l f  there exists wl e W such that N(wl)  c~ V(C) ¢:O and IN(wl)  ~ WI ~> 5, 
then n >~ 86-  68. 
Proof. The cycle C will be partit ioned into paths by adjacencies of vertices in 
a component  of G - C, and counts will be made of the vertices in these paths. 
Suppose that Wx exists as described. Without loss of generality, Wl e W ~ A. 
Let b~N(wt )~V(C)  and let zI,Z2,Z3,Z4,zsEN(Wl)(3W. It is clear that 
e({ b - ,  b + }; W) = 0. Thus for any a e N(b) - { b - ,  b +, W l } and in order to avoid a 
biclaw in G[zl,zj, zk, Wl,b,b-,b+,a],  1 ~< i < j < k ~< 5, we have e(a;{zi,zj, zk}) >1 1. 
It follows that a ~ V(C) w W and 
IN(a) ~ Zl >/3, (1) 
where Z = {zl,zz,z3,z4,z5 } 
We now show that e(b; W) ~ 2 and hence 
IN(b) c~ V(C)[ >i 6 - 2. (2a) 
If (2a) is not true, 
IN(b +)n  V(C)1t>6-2>3.  
a biclaw, 
suppose that wl, w2, w3 6 N(b) n W. By P(2) 
Choose d l ,d2 ,d3~N(b+)~ V(C) -{b} .  To avoid 
e({w,,wz,w3}; {d,,dz,d3}) >0,  
say wid~ ~ E(G). By (1) (if i ~ 1) or the definition of Z (if i = 1), IN(wi) ~ Z l /> 3, say 
zl,z2,z3 ~ N(wi). To avoid a biclaw, 
e({z,,z2,zs}; {d +,d f ,b  + }) > 0. 
But clearly this gives a cycle longer than C. So (2a) holds. 
Let 
X = (N(b) c~ V(C) ) -  {b- ,b  + } 
and 
Y = {y~ N(b+) c~ V(C): e(y;X) > 0} - {b}. 
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Note that 
I XI ~> 6 - 4 (2b) 
by (2a). 
Clearly, X w Y+ ~ V(C) n A and X ~_ N(Z) c_ N(W) by (1). Also 
Y- n N(W) = 0, (3) 
since if y E Y, w e W and wy- e E(G), then the path 
wy- C - (y -, b + )b ÷ yC(y, b)bwl 
can be extended through W to form a cycle longer than C, a contradiction. If now 
y e Y, then by the definition of Ythere exists a e N(y) n X, and by (1) we may assume 
that zl,z2,z3 ~ N(a) n IV. So that G[b+,y-,y+,y,a, zl,z2,z3] is not a biclaw, since 
b + ~ N(W) (clearly) and y -  ~ N(W) by (3), we must have y + zi ~ E(G) for some i, 
which proves that 
Y+ ~_ N(Z) ~_ N(W). (4) 
If IX-  n Y]/> 6, let b~ ..... b6 be six vertices in X -  n Yin cyclic order round C with 
b between b6 and bl; So that G[bl,b2,ba,b+,b, 2 + + ,bs,b6] is not a biclaw, 
bib+ ~ E(G) for some i t  { l, 2, 3} and j e {4, 5, 6} and then, for z e N(b~+) n Z (which 
exists by (4)), 
bw~ zb? C(bi ~, bj)bjb + C(b +, b,)b,b; C(b;, b)b 
is a longer cycle than C, a contradiction. So we must have 
IX-  n YI = IX n Y+I~ 5. (5) 
We first assume that I YI 1> 6 - 11. Since IXI/> 6 - 4 by (2b), (5) gives 
IXw Y+1~>6-4+6-11-5=26-20 .  
Let us consider the segments on C between the vertices of X w Y+. By (1) and (4), 
every vertex of X is connected to every vertex of X w Y ÷ by a path o length at least 4, 
with all its internal vertices in W. Thus any open segment on C that has at least one 
end vertex in X contains at least three vertices. By (3) and (4), Y ÷ n Y- = ~, and so 
any open segment with both end vertices in Y+ also contains at least three vertices. 
Moreover, the segment containing the vertex b has at least 5 vertices (note b-  ¢ Y+ 
because of(4)), and ]G - C] I> 2IN(w1) n WI/> 10 since Gis balanced. It follows that 
I v(c)l >I 4(26 - 20) + 2 = 85 - 78 and hence n >~ 86 - 68, as required. 
So we have I Y] ~< 6 - 12 and hence if we let T = N(b ÷ ) n (G - C), ] T] ~> 9 since at 
most two vertices of N(b ÷) n V(C) - {b} are not in Y (otherwise, using three such 
vertices, b, b + and three vertices of X, we would obtain a biclaw). We will consider the 
following two cases. 
Case l.e(wl;V(C))>~13. Let U=N(wl )nV(C) -{b}  and X*={xeX:  
e(x; T) >~ 3}. Then by P(1) applied to edge bb ÷, IX*l t> IXI - 2. 
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Given any Xl ,X2,X3 in X*, put N1 = {ue U: e(u; {x l ,x2 ,x3})>1 1}. From the 
biclaw-free property, we deduce that at least one in any three vertices of U is in N1 
and so 
INll >t IU I -  2/> 10. (6) 
For any xi, 1 ~< i ~< 3, we let ti.j, 1 ~< j ~< 3, be in N(x i )  c~ T. Consider any vertex u in 
N1 and let uxi e E(G). In order to avoid a biclaw in G[t i . l , t i .2 ,q .a ,X i ,  U ,U- ,U+,Wl]  
we have e({ ti. l, t i, 2, q. 3 };{N-, N +, W1} ) ~ 1. It is clear that there is no edge between 
Wl and another component of G - C and if there exists some edge u ÷ q.j, 1 ~< j ~< 3, 
then 
C* = ti.ju + C(u +,b)bwt uC-  (u,b + )b + ti.i 
is a cycle longer than C. Consequently, we have e(u - ; { ti. 1, ti, 2, q. 3 }) ~> 1. Since I { t i . /  
1 ~< i ~< j ~< 3}1 ~< 9 and from (6), there exists some q.j that has at least two neighbors, 
say u i- and u2, in N i-. Then the cycle 
C** = Ul C(Ul,U2 )U2 ti, jU l  C - (U l  ,U2)U2Wl Ul 
contradicts the maximality of C. 
Case 2. e(wl ;  V(C))<~ 12 and so e(wl ;  W)>~ f i -12 .  In this case, since G is 
balanced, then 
IV(G) - V(C)I >/2IN(w1) n V(W)I >~ 26 - 24. (7) 
Let X = { xl ,  x2 . . . . .  xq }. Put Si = C(x~, xi + 1) and si = I Sil, for each i, 1 <~ i ~< q, where 
we let xq+l = xt.  If si/> 5 holds for every i, 1 <~ i ~< q, it follows by (2b) that 
I V(C)I >>- q + ~,x <~ i<, qSi >~ 6q >~ 6(6 - 4) and hence by (7), n >/86 - 48, as required. 
We also know that si >/3 for each i since by (1) xl and x~+ 1 are connected by a path of 
length at least 4, in which all the internal vertices are in W. So there exists some i such 
that Si = { x i  ~ , x~- +, xi-+ 1 }. Let r = xi + +. Then we claim that e(r; { x~-+ 1, x?  }) = 0 for 
any t :/: i. Otherwise, without loss of generality, assume that rx, + e E(G). This edge 
would yield a longer cycle C'=x,C- (x , , r ) rx t+C(x ,+,x i )x iPw(x i ,  x , )x, ,  where 
Pw(x i ,  xt) is a path connecting x~ and xt with length at least 4 such that all the internal 
vertices are in W. With this claim and since G is bipartite, we deduce that 
e(r; St) <~ (st - 3)/2 for any t, and hence 
IV (C) l>/q+s i+ ~s ,>/q+3+ ~ [2e( r ;S t )+3]  
t~i  t~i  
= 4q + 2(IN(r) c~ V(C) I -  2). [8) 
(Note that e(r, X )  = 0 since G is bipartite.) 
On the other hand, N(r )  c~ N(wl )  c~ W = 0 because IN(x~) c~ ZI > 1 by (1), and so 
N(r)  c~ [V (G) -  V(C)] ~_ IV (G) -  V(C)] n [B -  N(wl)] .  Thus IB -  V(C)I >/ 
IN(r) c~ [V(G) - V(C)]I + IN(w1) c~ V(W)I and hence from (7), 
IV(G) - v(c ) l  >1 2IN(r) n [V(G) - V(C)]I + 26 - 24. (9) 
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Since q = IX I >/6 - 4, (8) and (9) give 
n ~> 4q + 26-  28 + 2d(r) ~> 86-  44 
as required. The proof is complete. [] 
Lemma 2. I f  n <~ 86 - 69, then there exist a component W in G - C and an edge ab 
with a ~ A n Wand be  B n W such that N(a) n V(C) ~ 0 and N(b) n V(C) ~ O. 
Proof, We will use the same methods as for proving Lemma 1, i.e. we will part 
the cycle C into segments, using the adjacencies of vertices in one or two components 
of G-  C. 
If there is no edge as described in Lemma 2, then since G is connected, we assume 
without loss of generality that there is some a ~ A c~ W such that N(a) c~ V(C) ~ O. 
Let t = IA c~ WI and t' = IB c~ WI. 
In the following, we first show that e(B n W; V(C)) = 0 and that t' < t. By Lemma 
1, IN(a) n V(C)11>6-4 .  Moreover, for any b~N(a)  n W, N(b) n V(C)=O, 
hence t= lAc~ WI /> IN(b)I >/ 6, which implies IBn[V(G) -  V(C)]1/>6 and 
IV (G) -  V(C)I >/26 since the bipartite graph is balanced. Consider 
G[al ,a2,a3,b,a,q,  cj, c~], for any al,a2,a3 ~ N(b) and any c,  cj, ck eN(a)c~ V(C). 
Since G is biclaw-free, e({al, a2, a3 } ; { ci, c~, ck }) # 0. Thus, if A' is the set of vertices in 
N(b) c~ W having neighbors in V(C) and Xa is the set of vertices in N(a) n V(C) 
having at least two neighbors in W, then IA ' I />6-2  and IXal >~lN(a) n 
V(C)I - 2/> 6 - 6. By Lemma 1, IN(d)  n WI ~< 4 for any a' in A'. Then ife(B c~ W; 
V(C) c~ A) ~ 0, similarly, we may let X1 = {cl ~ V(C) n A: e(ci; W) >t 2} and have 
IXII I> 6 - 6. Clearly every segment on C between vertices of Xa w X1 contains at 
least two vertices and hence 
n>~IV(C)[ + IA n Wl+[BnWl>, - -6 (6 -6)+6+6-4- -86-40 ,  
a contradiction. So e(B n W; A c~ V(C)) = O. It follows then that 
((26 - t - 2) ~< Z (d(b') - t + 6 - 2) 
b'~B ~ W 
<~ ~ (d(b ' ) -  [(A n W) -  A'I) 
b'~B c~ W 
<~ e(B n W;A')  <~ 4la'[  ~< 4t. (10) 
Since n ~< 86 - 69 and I V(C)I ~> 46 - 4 (by Theorem 4), we know that t ~< (46 - 65)/2 
so that t ~< 26 - 33, and hence, from (10), t' ~< 4t/31 < t. 
From t' < t, it follows that there is some component W' in G - C - W which 
contains some vertex of B. If e(B n W'; V(C))= O, as above, we should have 
IA n W'I >/6, which implies IA n IV (G) -  V(C)]I >~ 26 and by Theorem 4, 
n/> 86 - 4, a contradiction. Therefore let b' e B n W' such that IN(b') n V(C)I # 0. 
Since IN(b') n V(C)I/> 6 - 4 by Lemma 1, let Xb, be a subset ofN(b' )  n V(C) such 
that I Xb,I = 6 -- 6. 
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Let us consider the segments on C between vertices of X, u X~,. It is easy to see by 
the maximality of C that each segment between two vertices of X, has at least three 
vertices, each segment between two vertices of Xb, has at least one vertex and each 
segment, except possibly two of them, between a vertex of X, and a vertex of Xb, has at 
least two vertices. It gives I V(C)I >1 4 lx ,  I + 2lXb,I - 4 ~> 6(6 - 6) - 4 = 66 - 40 and 
so n/> 26 + 66 - 40 = 86 - 40, a contradiction. 
3. P roof  o f  Theorem 3 
Let G be a connected, bipartite, balanced, biclaw-free graph with vertex partition 
A w B and minimum degree 6 ~> 24 and order n ~< 86 - 69. Let C = cl c2c3 ...cmc~ be 
a longest cycle in G. Suppose that C is not dominating, that is, that G - C contains 
a component W with I WI f> 2. By Lemma 2, let ab be an edge in W such that a E A, 
b•B,  N(a) n V(C)#O and N(b) n V(C)#O. Then from Lemma 1, we have 
IN(a) n V(C)I/> 6 - 4 and IN(b) n V(C)[ >~ 6 - 4. 
Let X '  be a subset of 6 - 4 vertices in (N(a) n V(C)) + and X" be a subset of 6 - 4 
vertices in (N(b) n V(C)) +. 
And let 
Z '  = {v • A: e(v; X")  >/ 3} and Z" = {v • B: e(v; X ' )  >>- 3}; 
H'= {veA:e(v ;Z ' )>13} and H"= {v•B:e(v;Z')>>, 3}; 
S '=A-X ' -Z ' -H '  and S"=B-X ' -Z" -H ' .  
Then it is clear by the maximality of C that e(X'; X")  = 0. Since G is biclaw-free, 
e(Z'; Z ' )  = 0 and hence e(H';H") = 0. By the definitions, we have 
IX'L6 <~ e(g'; Z" w (n - X"  - Z") <~ IX'l IZ"l + 2(n/2 - IS" l  - IZ ' l )  
and so IZ"l  >/((6 + 2)(6 - 4) - n) / (6  - 6) > 6 - 4 since IX' l  = IX ' l  = 6 - 4 and 
n < 8(6 - 4). Similarly, IZ ' l  > 6 - 4. 
Let 
r '={veX ' : lN (v )  nZ" l~<8} and T"={ueX" : lN(u)  nZ ' l~<8}.  
Then 
I T'I(6 - 8) ~< e(T ' ;B -  X" - Z") 
~<21B-X" -Z" I~<n-46+ 16~<46-69+ 16. 
This implies I T'I < 4, hence I T'I ~< 3. Similarly I T"I ~< 3. 
Let 
F '= {veX ' :N(v )  nH"  ¢O} and F"={ueX" :N(u)  c~H' ¢O}. 
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Since e(Z' ,Z")  = 0 and by the definition of H'  and H", to avoid a biclaw, we 
deduce that for any v ~ F', e(v; Z") ~< 2 and for any u E F", e(u; Z') ~< 2. It follows that 
F' ~_ T' and F" ~_ T" and hence [F'[ ~< 3 and I F"l ~< 3. 
Consider the sets X' -  c_ N(a) n V(C) and X"-  c_ N(b) n V(C) on C. Since G 
is biclaw-free and since abeE(G),  e({bl,b2,b3};{al,a2,a3})>~l for any 
bl,b2,ba ~ X ' -  and any al,a2,a3 ~ X" - .  From this we deduce, since e(Z ' ,Z ' )  = O, 
that it is impossible to have simultaneously IX'-  n Z' I  t> 3 and IX"-  n Z'I >~ 3; 
w.l.o.g., suppose IX'-  n Z"I ~< 2. Since C is a longest cycle, IX'-  n X"[ = 0 and, 
since I F ' I~<3,1X ' -nH" I~<3.  Analogously, we obtain I X ' -nX ' I=0 and 
IX"-  n H'[ ~< 3. Thus IX'-  n S"[ >/6 - 4 - 0 - 2 - 3 = c~ - 9 1> 3. By P(1) applied 
to the edge ab, we see that if IX" -  n Z'I/> 9, then there must be some vertex in 
X ' -  n S" that has at least three neighbors in X" -  n Z', contradicting the definition 
of S". Therefore, we have IX"-  n Z'I ~< 8. But we have seen that I X" -  n X'I = 0 and 
IX"-  n H'[ ~< 3, hence IX"-  n S'[ i> ~ - 15/> 9 when 6 ~> 24. 
Since IX"-  n S'[ >~ 6 - 15 >/9 and IX'-  n S'I t> 6 - 9 ~> 6, by considering the 
edge ab, we deduce from P(1) that there are at least four vertices in X ' -  n S" that 
have at least three neighbors in X" -  n S'. Let d be one of these four vertices uch that 
the vertex d ÷ is not in T'. Now let s l , s2 ,s3eX" -nS 'nN(d)  and 
zl ..... z9 e Z"  n N(d+ ). By P(1) applied to the edge dd ÷ we see that one of sl,s2,s3, 
say s~, has at least three neighbors in {zl .... .  z9}, whence s~ should be in H'  by the 
definition. This contradiction completes our proof. [] 
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